We propose a joint model of human joint detection and association for 2D multiperson pose estimation (MPPE). The approach unifies training of joint detection and association without a need for further processing or sophisticated heuristics in order to associate the joints with people individually. The approach consists of two stages, where in the first stage joint detection heatmaps and association features are extracted, and in the second stage, whose input are the extracted features of the first stage, we introduce a recurrent neural network (RNN) which predicts the heatmaps of a single person's joints in each iteration. In addition, the network learns a stopping criterion in order to halt once it has identified all individuals in the image. This approach allowed us to eliminate several heuristic assumptions and parameters needed for association which do not necessarily hold true. Additionally, such an end-to-end approach allows the final objective to be known and directly optimized over during training. We evaluated our model on the challenging MSCOCO dataset and obtained an improvement over the baseline, particularly in challenging scenes with occlusions.
Introduction
The task of multiperson human pose estimation is defined as the localization of a predefined set of anatomical joints and their association distinctly to individuals. It is an integral task for many applications in computer vision in which humans are active participants. Such scenarios are complicated due to the huge variations in joint articulation, occlusions, close proximity or overlaps of joints due to interactions. Current prevalent approaches are largely based on two paradigms, the first follows a top down design [10] , in which first a single person is detected and then his/her joints localized. Such approaches are not robust to occlusions or partial visibility of people and inaccurate detections in this stage carry over to the joint localization stage. The second paradigm follows a bottom up approach design in which first a set of joint candidates of all people are collectively identified, and then grouped into poses for each person individually [2, 20] . In current state-of-the-art bottom-up approaches, grouping is performed independently from the training, causing the final objective to remain unknown to the training algorithm and therefore optimization is not carried out c 2017. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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directly over the objective. Cao et al. [2] who follow a bottom up approach, train two different branches for the part confidence map and for the association, referred to as Part Affinity Fields, which are used to capture the relationships between the joints and are used as edge weights for optimization in a graph matching problem during inference. Since the formulation results in a k-dimensional matching problem, an NP-hard problem, the problem was solved using greedy relaxation therefore yielding a suboptimal solution. Furthermore, when such heuristics are employed, it remains unclear how the association can be further refined or generalized. Newell et al. [17] have devised a loss that tries to guide the network in learning distinct embeddings for each individual. However, these embeddings are not employed for association during training and are only used in a greedy post-processing approach, therefore limiting the network's ability in utilizing its full potential in optimizing over the ultimate objective. In this work, we propose an end-to-end approach, which conflates part detection confidence maps and association features in order to train an additional model responsible for association, making the entire pipeline differentiable. The approach is evaluated on the challenging MSCOCO keypoint dataset [15] .
Related Work
Multi-person pose estimation approaches can generally be divided into two categories, namely top-down [3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13, 26] and bottom-up methods [2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . Methods that follow a top-down design rely on person detectors and estimate the pose for each detected bounding box individually. For that reason the performance of these approaches is tightly coupled with the performance of the underlying person detector. On the other hand, bottom up approaches directly estimate all joint locations in a single run, which have to be assembled into individual poses afterwards. Several works have proposed to merge the joint estimates into poses by generating a fully-connected graph [1, 9, 11, 20] based on the joint estimates, and solving a matching problem by utilizing ILP (Integer Linear Programming). A closely related work is [25] who introduce a minimum weight set packing formulation to solve the association problem of the part detections while applying Nested Benders Decomposition to achieve a more efficient inference time. Other works [2, 17, 21] predict features such as vector fields [2, 21] which indicate the correspondence between detected joints. This allows reducing the pose assembly into a greedy bipartite graph matching problem as in [2] . Approaches in these two paradigms perform the association in a separate stage that does not participate in the training. In contrast, Kocabas et al. [14] propose to simultaneously predict body joint confidence maps and person bounding boxes. An additional pose residual network (PRN) utilizes this information to directly regress the corresponding joint locations. Carreira et al. [3] introduce a corrective iterative feedback method, in which the CNN predicts an additive correction to the current joint estimate rather than directly regressing the keypoint location in the Cartesian representation. However, part detection based on confidence confidence maps has proven to be more powerful at capturing spatial relationships between the joints [2, 16, 17, 20, 25] than regression based bottom-up methods.
Another problem that is related to multi-person pose estimation is the task of instance segmentation. Romera-Paredes et al. [22] propose using a recurrent neural network (RNN) for instance segmentation, but without inferring the label of an instance. Salvador et al. [23] eliminate this shortcoming by introducing an additional branch that predicts the class of each instance. However, they do not localize the exact joint locations or address the distinct case of people instances which have unique articulation features that can facilitate segmenting instances in complex scenes containing close interactions.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no bottom-up method that estimates the confidence maps of each person individually.
Approach

Associative Embedding Stacked Hourglass
The first module in our approach relies on [17] . The underlying network in this work is the Stacked Hourglass architecture [16] , which is a network that stacks together several CNNs that have a symmetric structure where repeated downsampling and upsapmpling are applied in order to capture the full context and refine the predictions. It is designed to capture features at different scales as well in order to predict dense pixel-wise annotations. For pose estimation, its output consists of part detection confidence maps I ∈ R J×m×m , associative embedding maps E ∈ R J×m×m , and the features extracted at the intermediate layers F ∈ R f ×m×m , where J is the set of joints, f the number of dense intermediate features and m is the output resolution. Since there are four hourglass stacks, there are four maps for each of these predictions. Each detection heatmap I j predicts all the joints of type j without distinction as to which person they belong to. In such a design, if there are k people in the image, the heatmap should contain k peaks for every joint j. The embedding maps aim at producing similar values for pixels belonging to the same person. The training loss therefore has two terms: the part detection confidence map ł 2 loss and the embedding loss. The embedding loss is devised in such a way that guides the network in producing distinct values for different instances in order to help differentiate between different people in the image. The way the loss is applied does not enforce a specific value, it rather tries to enforce the requirement that the intra-instance distance should be minimized. For further details about how the loss is constructed, we refer to [17] .
Association Module
The second module in our approach is responsible for the association and further refinement of the confidence maps, which is intended to eliminate the post processing in [17] and make the association as part of the training algorithm. Even though the associative embeddings are good features for separating individuals, the work of [17] depends on several post-processing steps, which the RNN eliminates. The operations needed for the grouping are as follows, before finding candidate detections of every joint's confidence map I j , non-maximum suppression is applied. This operation requires specifying a neighborhood size from which the maximum detection is taken, which can erroneously suppress nearby joint detections. The candidate detections are thresholded such that only the detections that are above a predefined threshold can be associated with individuals. While iterating over the joint types j ∈ J in order to decide which person every detection of this type is assigned to, a greedy approach is employed, in which an assignment problem is solved with a cost matrix consisting of the distance between the embeddings corresponding to unassigned detections and the average embedding values of the joints that have been aggregated up until this point. The assignment problem finds a locally optimal choice since it uses only the knowledge about the joints that have been aggregated up until j. For associating these joint detections to a person or deciding that a new person is discovered, an embedding threshold value needs to be specified such that only joints within this distance may be grouped together. The authors also favor matching an unassigned joint to a higher confidence detection, i.e. if an unassigned joint is close to more than one person by the embedding distance, then it is associated to the person with the highest score. Such a heuristic assumption, while reasonable, does not necessarily always hold true. Our proposed approach allows the learning algorithm to optimize over the final grouping without the need for such hand-crafted greedy heuristics with hard assumptions. A high-level overview of the method is described in 1. Invariance to multi-scale transformations remains a challenge for CNNs which are not explicitly designed to be invariant to different scales during training, even when random transformations are applied as part of the data augmentation [12] . As such, similarly to [17] , we feed forward the image using multiple scales and average the output confidence maps.
RNN as an association module
This module contains an RNN network capable of producing a variable output length depending on the input image. In general, RNNs are a helpful model for predicting sequences of variable length with dependency along the sequence. In the case of human pose estimation, the sequence consists of the individuals appearing in the image and the RNN decides where in the image to estimate the next person's pose based on its previous predictions. The RNN should not, for instance, estimate the same person's pose repetitively. Such behaviour is prevented by the memory maintained in the RNN hidden state. In the multiperson pose scenario, the memory implicitly helps in suppressing instances that have been already predicted in previous iterations and allows the network to localize the next person's keypoints in locations that haven't been explored earlier. Similarly to [22] , the RNN used here is based on Convolutional short-term memory (CONV LSTM) [24] . CONV LSTMs are LSTMs that replace the fully connected layers with convolutional ones in order to attain higher efficiency by better encoding spatial information and by reducing the number of parameters. LSTM contains a memory component that accumulates state information that can be used to optimize over a given objective.
As input to the RNN, we use the confidence maps, association features referred to as embeddings, and intermediate features which have been extracted from the first module [17] . As pointed out earlier, the confidence maps for every joint type are shared for all individuals. In every iteration of the RNN, J confidence maps for a single person are directly inferred. Ifn people are predicted, then in totaln × J confidence maps, denoted byĤ j are outputted and the RNN is unrolledn times before backpropagating the resultant gradient. Each value in the confidence mapĤ represents the confidence about the corresponding pixel being the location of joint j. The ground truth confidence maps are created with a 2D Gaussian distribution centered at the ground truth location of the joint. Unlike in [17] , the confidence maps are created disjointly for each person and are not aggregated into a single confidence map, implying that such a confidence map in the output should contain a single prominent peak corresponding to the joint's location. The number of ground truth confidence maps is therefore equal to n × J, where n is the true number of people in the image. The second value that the RNN predicts is a confidence valuep ∈ [0, 1] indicating the network's confidence in its current prediction being a new valid pose instance. When this number falls below 0.5, it indicates that the network believes it has identified all individuals and should halt. The features used to calculate this value are the concatenation of the hidden state matrices from each layer, on top of which a fully connected layer is applied followed by a sigmoid function in order to obtain valid probability values. The ground truth for these values is a vector p that is created as follows:
] otherwise the length of the vector |p| = max{n, n}, where the additional iteration is intended to incorporate knowledge to the network about the stopping criterion. We employ two loss terms on top of the RNN module, the first is the squared ł 2 loss between the distinct confidence maps per person and corresponding ground-truth confidence maps. The second loss, which we refer to as the stopping loss, is calculated using the entropy loss and is responsible for halting the RNN once all the individuals in the image have been identified. During training, it is possible that the network fails to identify all individuals, i.e.n < n, in which case we let the RNN iterate until n + 1 but penalize only the firstn predictions in the confidence map loss. It can be thought of as a way to encourage the network to learn the correct number of people.
We do not impose any ordering in the output poses and allow the network to reason about which person's joints to estimate next by itself. For computing the confidence map loss, the pose instances naturally need to be associated with the correct individual ground truth confidence map. To that end, we solve an assignment problem using the Hungarian algorithm, in which given the cost matrix C ∈ R n×n , the problem requires finding an assignment S ∈ N r such that:
is minimized, r = min{n,n}. Each element in the cost matrix C is given by:
which is the sum of distances between each pair of a person's confidence map in the prediction and ground-truth. In summary, the total loss is a sum of the joints loss and stopping loss:
where l = max{n, n} and both loss terms of the part detections and stop loss are weighted equally. An illustration of the approach is described in figure 4 .
The value 0.5 is a reasonable choice for a probability threshold of a positive prediction. To obtain the final joint location x, an argmax operation is applied on each joint's confidence map, i.e. x j = argmax (Ĥ J ). We specify a threshold value τ = 0.015, such that if H j (x) < τ, the joint is discarded. In the multi-scale evaluation, the authors of [17] apply single-person refinement for missing joint detection, since we apply the same procedure, to ensure agreement between confidence maps of both outputs, we rather perform argmax on the multiplication of both confidence maps, i.e. x j = argmax (Ĥ J · I j ).
Additionally, in order to further refine the confidence map predictions, we introduce an iterative feedback loop for each person which takes the distinct confidence maps for each person and concatenates them along with the rest of the input features to the RNN in three consecutive iterations. The motivation behind introducing this loop is to encourage the network to produce a single peak in each of its estimation of the disjoint confidence maps. It can therefore be thought of as a means to propagate this constraint in the RNN.
Implementation details
Since we rely on the features of the approach in [17] , we build our approach on top of their publicly available library. The input to this first module is an image resized to a 512 × 512 resolution. The output of this first network is a set of maps M ∈ R 4×64×128×128 , where 4 corresponds to the number of Hourglass stacks, and 64 are the channels for the confidence maps whose number is J = 17, embeddings with the same size as the confidence maps, and intermediate features of size f = 32. The RNN model used in this work is based on ConvLSTM as presented in [24] . The kernel size of the convolution in the ConvLSTM is set to 3 and the number of hidden layers in the ConvLSTM is 3. In the first iteration, the confidence maps to the feedback loop are initialized with a uniform distribution [0, 0.1]. During inference, the network is insensitive to the initialization so we simply initialize them with zero. For examining the influence of this loop, we draw a comparison with a model that has been trained without the loop and observe that indeed the network learns to suppress redundant peaks in the output. The difference is illustrated visually using the confidence Figure 2 : The first raw are the confidence map predictions of the RNN, where each person i is a combination of the J confidence maps predicted at iteration i. s k = i indicates H k is matched withĤ i .p signifies the confidence of the current prediction. The value p ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth confidence values, and S = {s} r 1 is the assignment of the ground truth confidence maps, which appear in some arbitrary order. In this example, the number of people is 8, but the network has managed to identify only six, so no predictionĤ will be assigned to the groundtruth confidence maps H 7 , H 8 , hence s 7,8 = −1 and they will not participate in the joints loss calculation, but rather only in the stopping loss, where |p| = 9, and p 8 = 1, p 9 = 0. In this plot, we show the output of the RNN association module for a single person, which corresponds to one iteration of the RNN. The last image on the bottom right corner is the sum of all confidence maps and is added for illustration only. As can be observed, every confidence map contains a joint prediction of a single person. maps in figure 5 . The network had been trained for five epochs with batch size b = 1. Due to RNNs huge memory usage, we could not afford to increase it. We used the Adam optimizer, with an initial learning rate of 1e −4 , dropped to 1e −5 at epoch 4. Constrained by memory limitations, during training, the maximum number of iterations allowed per image was 6, i.e., the network will not be able to iterate for more than 6 iterations, which corresponds to 6 poses, during training. However, since random cropping is part of the data augmentation employed, there is a probability that persons that were missed in the current epoch will be captured in later epochs. We use the confidence maps of the Hourglass networks from all four stacks and embeddings of the last module only. With respect to the embeddings, one operation to preserve their uniqueness is to concatenate them. Due to memory limitations, we took the embeddings of the last hourglass stack. During inference, memory is not a limitation and the number of maximum iterations allowed is much higher, since no memory is needed for the backpropagation, which constitutes the bottleneck when training an RNN. The code will be made publicly available upon acceptance. Figure 4 : The above diagram presents an overview of our approach. The input to the first ConvLSTM is a concatenation of the current hidden state from the previous iteration and the input features extracted from AE network. The input to the subsequent layers is a concatenation of the output of the previous layer, which has been downsampled by convolution, and the hidden state. The input to the first layer consists of a concatenation of the confidence maps from the hourglass module, the embeddings and the intermediate features, as well as the current RNN prediction in a feedback loop. The features used to calculate the confidence value p are the concatenation of the max pooled hidden state from each layer.
Results and Analysis
In the results in table 1, we compare with the results of [17] , the baseline on which we rely for the feature extraction. We were able to replace their association heuristic with a trained model and further improve the results. In 7 we visualize poses for several images in challenging scenarios. This includes unusual poses, crowded scenes, close interactions and overlaps. The RNN learned to separate individuals well in general. Failure cases include occluded joints, which require separate handling.
Comparison with the baseline
In addition to achieving higher precision compared to the baseline, in figure 7 , we visually demonstrate the advantage of our learning-based association approach compared to the heuristic-based Associative Embedding (AE). We observe that in more challenging scenarios, the RNN performs better at localizing joints and associating them. Such scenarios include overlapping people or occluded joints, in which the RNN is more capable of reasoning about the occluded joints' locations. Additional challenging scenarios include crowded images with a cluttered background. False positives such as statues, human-shaped objects or people appearing in photos remain a challenge, but in two examples in figure 7 , we observe that the RNN suppressed false positives in which AE could not, making the RNN more robust to such outliers.
In determining the number of people present in the image, AE relies on the distance between the current pose's average embedding and the new joint's embedding value in order to decide whether this new joint should belong to a current pose or a new pose. Oftentimes AE tends to overestimate the number of people in the image resulting in redundant poses. In contrast, the RNN's stopping criterion yields a better estimate of the number of people. 
Ablation studies
We experimented with different number of loops in the feedback loop and found that the number three produces the best results, as the network started overfitting with more loops. A comparison in the performance can be found in 2.
It is noteworthy that while the part detections heatmaps and associative embedding features are fed as part of the input to the RNN, we found that they are not crucial for the learning algorithm and not having them causes the accuracy to drop by 1%
Conclusion
Our goal was to make association of human poses part of the learning procedure. The joint model that we proposed yielded results that outperformed the baseline. This proves the importance of making the final objective known and optimized over during training.
